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Abstract

Due to the explosion of smart devices, data traffic over cellular networks has
seen an exponential rise in recent years. Device-to-Device(D2D) communication
is a promising solution to boost the capacity of cellular networks and alleviate
the heavy burden on backhaul links. However, direct wireless connections
between devices in D2D communication are vulnerable to certain security
threats. In this paper, we propose an incentive-aware lightweight secure data
sharing scheme for D2D communication. We have considered the major security
challenges of the data sharing scheme, including data confidentiality, integrity,
detecting message modification, and preventing the propagation of malformed
data. We have also applied the concept of “virtual check” as an incentive
mechanism to motivate users’ involvement in the process of data sharing.
Unlike the previous studies, our proposed protocol is a stateless protocol and
does not depend on the user’s contextual information. Therefore, it can be used
at any time and from anywhere. The security analysis proves that the proposed
protocol resists the security attacks and meets the security requirements. The
performance evaluation shows that the proposed protocol outperforms the
previous works in terms of communication and computation cost. Thus, the
proposed protocol is indeed an efficient and practical solution for secure data
sharing in D2D communication.

c© 2018 ISC. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

T he fifth generation of cellular networks are called
5G. Mobile data traffic is growing at an extraor-

dinary rate, especially video, which is predicted to
comprise 75% of data traffic by arriving the 5G [1].
Video data is transmitted among many services and
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applications from social networks and video games
[2] to public safety services [3]. Given the anticipated
growth of mobile traffic in cellular networks by the
arrival of 5G, the demand for traffic offloading ap-
proaches becomes an inevitable problem for mobile
operators. Among the several approaches proposed
to address this problem [4], Device-to-Device (D2D)
communication appears to be a satisfactory solution
[5].

D2D communication refers to direct communica-
tion between devices in cellular networks, established
either under the control of operators or directly by
the users [6]; the operator has zero involvement at
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the user plane side 1 . Inherently, allowing devices to
directly connect to one another is associated with cer-
tain security and privacy vulnerabilities [7]. Despite
the advantages of D2D communication for services
such as live video streaming [8] or data sharing, only
a few efforts have been made to address the related
security and availability challenges. In this paper,
we propose a secure data sharing scheme to securely
share the intended multimedia content in D2D com-
munication.

D2D communication relies strongly on user coop-
eration, so a good incentive scheme can prevent free-
riding behaviors that harm user’s motivation for co-
operation [9]. Besides, adopting D2D communication
in applications such as data sharing, could turn out
to be a win-win situation for both users and opera-
tors if a pricing mechanism is considered for users
who get involved in data sharing.

In this paper, for the first time, an incentive-aware
lightweight secure scheme for data sharing in D2D
communication is proposed, to motivate users to se-
curely share their data with each other. During the
data sharing phase, a client user requests data down-
loading with a “virtual check” [10], which is sent to the
eNB. It distributes the request to the users around
the client user as a proposal. Motivated by virtual
checks, those users may accept or reject the proposal,
by bidding their intended reward related to cooper-
ation with the eNB. To choose the best candidate,
eNB selects the user with the lowest bid and a similar
mobility pattern with that of the client user. When
the chosen candidate, known as the proxy user, hon-
estly shares its data with the client user, it obtains
the digital signature of the virtual check as a proof
of successful data sharing. In the data sharing phase,
a symmetric encryption algorithm and a message au-
thentication code (MAC) function can resist various
attacks.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper
are three-fold,

• We consider the relevant security requirements
of data sharing. Our security analysis shows
that our scheme can resist various attacks with
the minimum computation overhead compared
to previous works.
• a novel incentive mechanism is proposed to stim-

ulate cooperation, which utilizes “virtual checks”
with the designated verifiable signature to en-
sure fair and secure cooperation; the proxy user
can obtain credit if they successfully share data.

1 Generally the term “user plane” refers to the transmission of
user’s data packet in LTE

• We consider user mobility to achieve reliability
and better performance as well. The proposed
protocol is stateless, thus, users can get the
service from anywhere. Additionally, users can
be slightly mobile 2 during data sharing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
review the literature in Section 2, the system pre-
liminaries of the proposed protocol are explained in
Section 3, the proposed secure data sharing protocol
is presented in Section 4, its performance and secu-
rity are analyzed in Section 5 and finally we conclude
the paper in Section 6.

2 Related Work

A large number of studies on D2D communications
have been reported [6], most of which represent the
challenges of interference management, resource allo-
cation or peer discovery [13, 14]. Despite the impor-
tance of security issues in D2D communication, only
a few works have focused on the topic [15].

A classification provided by Tehrani et al. [16]
defines four types of D2D communication: (1) de-
vice relaying with operator-controlled link establish-
ment (DR-OC); (2) direct D2D communication with
operator-controlled link establishment (DC-OC); (3)
device relaying with device-controlled link establish-
ment (DR-DC); and (4) direct D2D communication
with device-controlled link establishment (DC-DC).
The related security works in D2D communications
are discussed in the following.

The authors in [17] present a secure data trans-
mission protocol for mobile health systems by ex-
ploiting D2D communication in a DR-DC scenario.
Data confidentiality, integrity, mutual authentication,
and unforgeability are achieved by using a certificate-
less generalized signcryption scheme (named CLGSC)
which works adaptively in each of the signcryption,
signature and encryption modes. However, in this
scheme, the source node does not receive a delivery
report that shows its messages are successfully deliv-
ered to the destination. So their scheme is vulnerable
to black/gray hole attack introduced in [18]. More-
over, [17] is an application-oriented scheme limited to
mobile health applications and the security require-
ments of data sharing application like resistance to
free-riding attack are not considered.

In [19], a secure solution is proposed to connect
users via multi-hop communications for emergency
services like public safety. In their scheme, D2D com-
munication between users is established either in a
DR-OC scenario or DR-DC. In their scheme, each

2 They should not leave corresponding eNB until the end of
the protocol
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intermediate node is supposed to verify the message
before relaying it to the next node; so any message
modification can be detected. Although the proposed
scheme in [19] ensures confidentiality, integrity, and
availability, it is better suited to multi-hop commu-
nication among proximity services (ProSe) enabled
devices.

Zhang et al. [20] proposed a secure data sharing
scheme, for a DC-OC scenario, which guarantees avail-
ability, data confidentiality, and integrity. They use a
public key-based cryptography algorithm to achieve
user authentication and a MAC for data origin; how-
ever, this imposes communication and computation
overhead on the users’ side. In addition, in their
scheme, devices are considered stationary and must
register with eNB to obtain their certificate. There-
fore, as evident, the scheme is impractical in cases
where users are mobile (which happens frequently in
mobile networks).

In [21] a secure and lightweight data sharing scheme
is proposed which achieves better performance than
[20]. The authors apply an EPS-AKA [11] (which
is introduced in Sec. III, D) for user authentication
and key agreement. Applying the EPS-AKA results
in generating two pairs of integrity and confiden-
tiality keys, for users control and data signaling, by
both the user and eNB. Then, a symmetric encryp-
tion algorithm and a MAC function are applied for
data confidentiality and message integrity. Compared
to [20], the scheme of [21] is purely symmetric and
lightweight and it is compatible with user mobility.
However, the works of [21] and [20] depend on the
historical user information, such as share frequency
and malicious behavior amounts, which are stored at
eNB and should be transmitted between eNBs in mo-
bile scenarios, this becomes even a more complicated
problem. On the other hand, by running an instance
of EPS-AKA per data sharing request in citeramz,
HSS would be involved two times for the sender and
receiver’s authentication, which results in additional
overhead on HSS.

Operators should provide a reasonable incentive
mechanism for users who participate in D2D commu-
nication [9, 16]. In other words, pricing issues [16]
have been the subject of many research works. In
[22], the authors propose an incentive contract-based
mechanism for D2D communications. In their scheme,
to offload the traffic from BS for the data which can
be locally accessible, Base Station (BS) broadcasts
a contract for users who could participate in content
sharing; a volunteer user accepts signing the contract
with BS. Finally, only in case of successful communi-
cation, BS rewards the user according to the contract.
However, the authors fail to mention, in detail, how

the BS knows about locally accessible data or how the
communication ends successfully. In addition, they do
not consider the security requirements of data shar-
ing. In [23], an incentive dissemination scheme for
DTN networks is proposed. To disseminate the data
from the publisher to one or more subscribers, inter-
mediate nodes get rewarded by relaying the packets
via the shortest path that reaches more subscribers.
By considering the social relationship among users,
authors in [24] proposed an incentive data dissemina-
tion scheme for D2D communication. They build a
social-physical graph model to pair the users exploit-
ing their social trust and mobility direction together.
However, they assumed that social trust can moti-
vate users to disseminate data to each other without
a payment mechanism. So, the scheme is impractical
in cases wherein social trust between adjacent users
is lacking.

In addition to adding an incentive-aware mecha-
nism to the proposed scheme in [21], we also remove
the need for running EPS-AKA for each data sharing
session; accordingly, we derive the secure integrity
and confidentiality keys for the user by using the
user’s session key with eNB which is agreed during
the normal cellular communication, after the user
attaches the request to the network[11]. Moreover,
to support user mobility, we adopt the secure AKA
scheme proposed in [25].

In [25], similar to [26] an AKA protocol was pro-
posed to establish a secure connection between D2D
users using an EPS-AKA [11] called UAKA. In [25],
for the first time, mobility scenarios such as inter-
operator and roaming are considered in LTE-A net-
works. Although the authors claim resilience against
cryptographic attacks such as replay and Man-in-the-
Middle (MitM), we found that UAKA suffers from
MitM attack in the following way. An attacker can ob-
tain the value of the secret MAC key KM = Rp⊕Rk

by sniffing the secret Rp, transmitted via an open
channel between users, and capturing the values of r1
and r2(Rk = r1 ⊕ r2), transmitted without any cryp-
tographic protection. Therefore, the MitM attacker
can violate the security of authentication and key
agreement in UAKA. For more details about UAKA
please refer to [25]. However, we use the authenti-
cation phase of [25] in our scheme, and not the key
agreement phase which we show that it has a security
vulnerability. It is worth mentioning that, EPS-AKA
[29] does not preserve users’ privacy, but this problem
could be resolved by applying solutions such as [30]-
[32]; however, this is beyond the scope of this paper.

In summary, our protocol is the first incentive-
aware lightweight secure data sharing protocol that
offloads data traffic from the operators, while guaran-
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teeing the confidentiality and integrity of the trans-
mitted data between devices and is compatible with
geographical mobility.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND DESIGN
GOALS

3.1 System Model

The main LTE-Advanced network entities include UE,
eNB, MME, S-GW, P-GW and HSS that participate
in managing and securing the access of D2D users to
the network. For the purpose of our service, we also
consider a Service Provider (SP). Figure 1 illustrates
our system model.

UE: User Equipment which must be authenticated to
gain access to his/her intended data via D2D commu-
nication.
MME: Mobility Management Entity is the brain
of the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and is re-
sponsible for security procedures such as user
authentication (with the help of HSS), idle man-
agement and mobility management among others.
HSS: Home Subscriber Server has a database of sub-
scriber identities and their private keys. To perform
UE authentication and generate their authentication
vector (AV), it connects to the Authentication Center
(AuC).
eNB: Evolved NodeB is a key element in E-UTRAN
responsible for controlling radio resources and man-
aging physical layer issues such as interference.
GW: S-GW is a gateway to E-UTRAN that serves
the UEs by routing the incoming and outgoing IP
packets. P-GW, on the other hand, is a terminal
point of packet data interface to packet data net-
work. Moreover, it is able to run the proximity
service control function to detect adjacent users.
SP: The Service Provider, in our model, is responsi-
ble to provide original data to users.

3.2 Security Requirements and
Assumptions

The wireless nature of D2D communication, on one
hand, and the considered incentive mechanism on
the other, are inherently exposed to certain security
attacks by the malicious attackers or selfish users.
Thus, security is the essential property for our scheme;
therefore, the basic security requirements are listed
bellow.

3.2.1 Mutual Authentication and Key
Agreement

Users should be able to authenticate other users as
well as the eNB, to withstand impersonation attack.

3.2.2 Data Confidentiality and Integrity

The confidentiality of the data shared between users
and the integrity of the communication between the
users and the eNB should be well protected and resist
eavesdropping and fabrication.

3.2.3 Free-riding Resistance

No client user should be able to get their intended
data freely from the proxy users.

3.2.4 Double-spending/redemption
Resistance

No user should be able to generate a verifiable virtual
check or get rewarded multiple times for one virtual
check value.

3.2.5 Availability

The service always should be available for users and
furthermore, users should not wait a long time to get
the service.

The considered security assumptions are as follows.

Attacker Model: Attacker(s) could be either in-
ternal or external adversary(s) who participate in any
malformed behaviors such as fabricating messages,
trying to repudiate their malicious behavior, prevent-
ing data sharing with others (free riding), denying
service to other users or network element entities, ei-
ther individually or by colluding with other entities.
Trust Model: The backbone entities of the network
like the eNB, MME, and HSS are assumed to be
honest enough to follow the protocol and not to be
compromised by attackers. No trust relationship is
assumed among users.

3.3 Design Goals

To establish secure data sharing communication be-
tween users in D2D communication, we propose an
incentive-aware lightweight secure data sharing pro-
tocol which connects adjacent users to each other in
order to offload network-side traffic and also enhance
the QoS. The proposed scheme should achieve the
following goals.

3.3.1 Security

Security is a major objective in the proposed scheme;
without security, the incentive mechanism could be
abused by adversaries leading to economic losses
or temporarily unavailable system. Therefore, the
proposed scheme should provide the aforementioned
security requirements and resist MitM, Replay,
DoS, Impersonation, free riding and double spend-
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Figure 1. The Architecture of LTE-A networks

ing/redemption attacks.

3.3.2 Efficiency

The computation and communication overhead of the
proposed scheme need to be minimized in terms of de-
lay, CPU usage, and storage space. Additionally, con-
cerning user mobility, the data transmission should
be finished before users leave their home networks.

3.3.3 Fairness

The client will obtain the desired data with the min-
imum cost and the minimum waiting time whereas
proxy will get enough credit every time they cooper-
ate in data sharing scheme.

3.3.4 Mobility

As the proposed protocol should support user mobil-
ity, it should not depend on any historical data of the
users. In such a stateless system, users can start using
the service at anytime and from anywhere. Moreover,
inter-operator and roaming scenarios based on [25]
classification should be considered as well.

3.4 Cryptography Preliminaries

3.4.1 Authentication and Key Agreement
(AKA) in LTE-A

The authentication procedure, EPS-AKA, is of two
phases: (1) authentication data distribution and (2)
user AKA. The first step enables the serving network
(SV) which the user is visiting, to get access to the
user’s authentication data from its home network; and
the second step establishes new session keys between
the user and the SV. To authenticate users, a univer-
sal circuit card (generally known as SIM card), runs
the universal subscriber identity module (USIM) that
has access to the user’s permanent key (K), where K
is only known by USIM and AuC in the user’s HSS.
Therefore, HSS can generate the user’s AV, through

the EPS-AKA algorithm [11] for each received au-
thentication request. Generally, the EPS-AKA algo-
rithm takes the user’s permanent key (K), a random
number RAND, a sequence number SQN and the
user’s serving network identity SNID as input, then
outputs the user’s authentication vector containing
AUTN , RES and Kasme. Both the user and HSS
are able to use the EPS-AKA algorithm. Kasme, an
important parameter of AV, which is used to gener-
ate the user’s integrity and confidentiality keys via
a Key Derivation Function (KDF) [12] during future
steps. For more detail, we refer the interested readers
to [11].

3.4.2 Bilinear pairing

LetG1 andG2 denote two multiplicative cyclic groups
of prime order q. Let g1 and g2 be two generators of
G1 and G2, and let e : G1 ×G1 → G2 be a bilinear
mapping with the following properties.

• Bilinearity. For all P,Q ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Z∗q ,
e(P a, Qb) = e(P,Q)ab.
• Non-degeneracy . e(P,Q) 6= 1G2

• Symmetric. e(P,Q) = e(Q,P ) for all P,Q ∈ G1

• Computability. There is an efficient algorithm
to compute e(P,Q). To implement a bilinear
map e we can use the Weil [33] or Tate [34]
pairings on elliptic curves.

4 The Proposed approach

In this section, we describe the details of the proposed
protocol. The notations used in this paper are listed
in Table 1.

4.1 Overview

A client user equipped with a device is willing to
download a file from a device in its vicinity with the
help of the operator. Therefore, the client user loads
a virtual check and sends a download request to the
eNB. The eNB gets the list of users within the client
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user’s proximity from the GW and performs a choose-
candidate function to select the best pair for the
client based on their location, mobility features and
the cost of data transmission. Then, the eNB informs
the chosen candidate (a proxy user) to transmit the
data to the client user. Finally, if the originality of
the received data is verified and confirmed by the
client user, the proxy user is rewarded on his billing
payments.

4.2 Fairness Model

To motivate users to use our service either as a client
user or as a proxy, the following hybrid incentive
mechanisms are adopted.

4.2.1 Payment Strategy

To motivate proxy users to share their data with the
clients, we utilize “virtual check” which prevents the
client from unbilling the “check” and knowing the
exact amount of the check (the transmission cost)
that should be paid to the proxy user. Moreover, to
reduce the risk of payment, in case of malicious proxy,
the proxy user will be able to deposit the “check” only
if it honestly shared its data with the client user.

4.2.2 Best Candidate Selection

To motivate client users to get their data through
D2D communication, rather than direct downloading
from the internet, operators should consider some
discounting mechanisms [16]. To further stimulate, in
our service, eNB chooses the proxy user concerning
the minimum cost of data transmission which could
be paid by the client user. Therefore, it reduces the
cost of using our service for the clients.

4.3 Proposed Protocol

In this section we describe the details of the system
initialization and data sharing protocol.

4.3.1 System Setup

The trust authority chooses a symmetric encryption
algorithm Enc(∗, k), an HMAC function h(∗, k) and
two hash functions of H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G and a simple
one-way hash function h(.); it then publishes the
system parameters(Enc, h,H1, g,G, q) where g is a
generator of G (a multiplicative cyclic group of prime
order q). The data packets are indexed by their frame
numbers (especially for large video files) denoted by
Pi. To guarantee data originality, SP computes a
signature σsp over the data frames through σsp =
H1(Pi ‖M)x0 .

Table 1. The Notations used in the proposed protocol

Notation Description

PIDi Peer identity of user i

RIDi Real identity of user i

h(∗, k) A secure HMAC function with the key k

kupi,i UEi’s integrity key for user plane connections

kupc,i UEi’s confidentiality key for user plane connections

kcpi,i UEi’s integrity key for control plane connections

kcpc,i UEi’s confidentiality key for control plane connections

Pi The index of data

σsp The service provider signature over an original message M

Enc(∗, k) A symmetric encryption algorithm with key k

Ts Time-stamp

X0, x0 SP’s public and private keys

X1, x1 eNB’s public and private keys

h(·) a One-way hash function

V C A virtual check value

pricej UEj ’s bid value to accept a sharing request

4.3.2 Secure Data Sharing

Users are assumed to be authenticated through an
EPS-AKA before they start using our service; there-
fore, a secret session key Kasme,i is shared between
user UEi and eNB. Furthermore, for those users who
are subscribed to a different operator or roaming to
a remote region, we utilize the secure UAKA proto-
col [25]. Our secure data sharing protocol for D2D
communication, shown in Figure 2, consists of the
following steps.

Step (1) Service request. To get the intended data
with the portion index Pi, UEi chooses a ran-
dom integer randi and generates a virtual
check V C. Then, it sends the service request as
(PIDi, randi, Pi, T sr, V C, h(∗,Kcpi,i)), where
Kcpi,i is UEi’s integrity key used at control
plane side and is derived through the KDF.
In particular, the KDF outputs two key pairs
(Kcpi,i,Kcpc,i) and (Kupi,i,Kupc,i) from the
generated secret key Kasme,i and randi. The
first key pair will be used to preserve data in-
tegrity and confidentiality in the control plane
communication, while the second pair is used
for integrity and confidentiality of the user
plane communication (between UEi and eNB).

Step (2) Authentication and pair detection . The eNB
runs a KDF using randi and shared keyKasme,i

to get the keys in order to check the integrity of
the received message from UEi. If the integrity
check is passed, eNB sends the user’s ID to
the GW to get a list of users that are close to
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       (1)choose rand i

M1=(PIDi,rand i ,P i,T sr ,VC,h(*,K cpi ,i))  

                                   (2)verify M1 and T sr freshness

{(K cpi, i,K cpc ,i),(Kupi, i,Kupc ,i)}=KDF(K amse,i)

 Get thecandidates for RIDi

                      (3−1)σenb, p=H 1(VC ,Pi ,T p)
x1

                      proposal=(VC ,Pi,T p,σenb, p)

proposal
                     proposal

    proposal
      

accept :(PID j, rand j, price j ,T p,h(*,K cpj ,i))

reject−proposal

accept :(PIDn ,randn, pricen,T p,h(* ,K cpn,i))

      (3−2)select the best candidate→(UE j)

{(K cpi, j,K cpc ,j ),(Kupi,j ,Kupc, j)}=KDF(Kamse, j)

(4−1)(PIDi ,PID j ,P i,kupi , j⊕h(k cpi,i ,RIDi),h(* ,k cpi, i))

(4−2)(PIDi,PID j ,P i,T s, h(*, kcpi , j))

(5)M'=Enc(M,kupc, j)

M5=((PID j,PID i, Pi,M ' ,σsp,T s, h(+,k cpi , j)),h(* ,kupi, j))

(6)verifyM5

 M6=(PIDi ,PID j ,P i,T kh, h(*,k cpi , i))

(7)verifyM6

(PIDi ,PID j ,P i,T i,Kupc , j⊕h(Kupc ,i, RID i),h(*,K cpi , i))

                                        
(8−1)M''=Dec(kupc, j,M '), verifyσsp

(8−2)beacon or null  

  
          (9)if no beacon recieved orbeacon is verified

σenb=H 1(PID j ,IDenb ,H(VC ),Exp)
x1

(PID j,IDenb ,H(VC),Exp ,σenb)

UEj UEi eNB GWUEmUEn

Figure 2. proposed protocol

UEi. Otherwise, the request is ignored. Peer
discovery by the GW is performed via PSCF
according to [27].

Step (3) Pair selection. From the received list,
eNB first filters those users who are holding
a secure session key with the eNB. Then,
eNB sends the proposal request containing
(V C, Pi, Tp, σeNB,p) to them. jth candidate
user, UEj , can either accept or reject the re-
ceived proposal. If UEj has Pi and is eager to ac-

cept the proposal, it sends an accept request con-
taining (PIDj , randj , pricej , Tp, H(∗, kcpj,i));
where pricej is the intended benefit for UEj

to share its data with UEi. eNB selects the
best candidate from the users who accept the
proposal using :

Min(pricek − face_value) ∀ k ∈ candidate list (1)

where

LengthPi

RateUEk

≤ eNB_coverage
SpeedUEk
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eNB chooses the proper candidate (UEj),
which has the lowest bid, as a proxy user for
UEi; and UEj is able to transmit the data
before leaving the corresponding eNB. For ex-
ample if UEj ’s communication rate (RateUEj )
reaches 100 Mbps [28], to share 1G of data
(LengthPi

), 10 seconds are needed. So, if the
eNB covers an area of 500m * 500m (where
eNB_coverage is 500m), and the speed of UEj

(SpeedUEj
) is about 50 Km/h, UEj will leave

the eNB in 36 seconds. Therefore, it could be a
proper candidate for UEi.

Step (4) Device pairing. eNB makes the response
(PIDi, P IDj , Pi, (kupi,j⊕h(kcpi,i, RIDi)), h(∗,
kcpi,i)) for UEi where the HMAC value
h(∗, kcpi,i) ensures message integrity; (kupi,j) is
the UEj ’s integrity key and makes it possible
for UEi to verify UEj ’s message integrity in
step 6. This key is XOR coded with UEi’s real
ID and its integrity key(kcpi,i) through kupi,j ⊕
h(kcpi,i, RIDi).
eNB will also send a message containing
(PIDj , P IDi, Pi, h(∗, kcpi,j)) to UEj to notify
it about UEi’s request. eNB should run a KDF
using randj and the shared key Kasme,j to get
UEj ’s integrity and confidentiality keys such
as kcpi,j .

Step (5) Data sharing. By obtaining a data shar-
ing request from eNB, UEj first checks the
integrity of the message. Then, UEj en-
crypts the data M (related to the index Pi)
through M ′ = Enc(M,kupc,j), and sends
the message ((PIDj , P IDi, Pi,M

′, σsp, Ts,
h((PIDj , P IDi, Pi,M

′, σsp, Ts), kcpi,j)), h(∗,
kupi,j)) to UEi. The outer HMAC value,
h(∗, kupi,j), can be verified by UEi and the in-
ner one (h((PIDj , P IDi, Pi,M

′, σsp, Ts), kcpi,j))
is generated to be verified by the eNB in case
of any doubt (i.e., a message modification
reported by UEi to the eNB in step 8).

Step (6) Entity Verification. While receiving
UEj ’s message, UEi first verifies message
integrity by using UEj ’s integrity key kupi,j
received from the eNB in step 4. After that,
UEi sends a key hint request to the eNB
to get the data encryption key through
((PIDi, P IDj , Pi, Tkh), h(∗, kcpi,i))

Step (7) Data verification. When a key hint re-
quest is received by the eNB, it first checks
the freshness of the attached time stamp and
then the integrity of the message through
h(∗, kcpi,i). If it is verified, then eNB makes
a response to send the data encryption
key to UEi. The format of the response
message is (PIDi, P IDj , Pi, Ti, (kupc,j ⊕
h(kupc,i, RIDi)), h(∗, kcpi,i)). Ti is the time

stamp that informs eNB about the time when
the intended data was sent to UEi (checked in
step 9).

Step (8) Receive confirmation. UEi can access
the encryption key kupc,j by computing
h(kupc,i, RIDi) using its confidentiality key
XORing it with (kupc,j ⊕h(kupc,i, RIDi)), then
it decrypts M ′. Following this, it checks the
validity of σsp through ê(X0, H1(Pi ‖ M ′′))

?
=

ê(σsp, g). If it is verified, it sends no feedback
to eNB; otherwise it sends a beacon message
by forwarding the received message in step 5
attached to an HMAC value with the key kcpi,i,
in an allowable window time to the eNB.

Step (9) Billing Payment. During the waiting time
(Ts + ∆T ) [20], if a beacon message is received,
then eNB decrypts the message M ′ and verifies
SP’s signature (σsp). If the signature is verified,
eNB confirms UE′js V C and delivers the mes-
sage (PIDj , IDenb, H(V C), diff, Exp, σenb)
to UEj , where diff shows the difference be-
tween pricej and the face value of V C. Oth-
erwise, eNB refuses to bill the V C for UEj . 3
It should be noted that, proxy users will obtain
their credit only if the value of V Cs would be
successfully verified.

5 Evaluation and Results

In this section, we show that our proposed protocol
outperforms previous studies in terms of security and
efficiency.

5.1 Security Analysis

To investigate the security of the proposed protocol,
we will assess how our protocol meets the security
requirements related to our research context and its
resistance to attacks.

5.1.1 Authentication and Key Agreement

We utilize an instance of the EPS-AKA algorithm
to authenticate users in our protocol; thus, given
the secrecy and uniqueness of the user’s permanent
key (K), which is only known by the user and its
subscriber, there is no way to generate a verifiable
version of AV without information about the user’s
private key (K). Therefore, only the user and its
subscriber can get access to the authentication vector
to derive the integrity and confidentiality keys during
the data sharing protocol.

3 If the eNB receives no feedback as a response from UEi

during the waiting time, it is assumed that the data is correctly
delivered to UEi
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5.1.2 Confidentiality and Integrity

Confidentiality must be guaranteed for the user’s data
both in the key agreement and data sharing phases.
Based on the EPS-AKA algorithm, the confidential-
ity of the cipher key is guaranteed and by encrypt-
ing the data through Enc(M,kupc,j) in step 5, the
confidentiality of the data is ensured as well. In addi-
tion, the key hint response in step 7, is sent over as
(kupc,j ⊕ h(kupc,i, RIDi), which not only gives no in-
formation about the data sharing key kupc,j but also,
due to the collision resistance of the one-way prop-
erty of h(.), it is a computationally infeasible problem
for the adversary to derive the data encryption key
kupc,j .

To satisfy integrity service, all transmitted mes-
sages of the proposed protocol, are attached with a
verifiable HMAC value by using the user’s integrity
keys both on control and data signaling. However,
UEj ’s integrity key for the user plane (kupi,j) is
shared with UEi, in the proposed protocol, as a re-
sult of using the integrity key kcpi,j over the message
transmitted in step 5 (which is only known by UEj

and eNB), any modification on the data by either ad-
versaries or UEi is detectable. Furthermore, accord-
ing to the payment clearance process in which the
integrity and authenticity of the virtual check V C are
verified (by checking the eNB’s signature), any modi-
fication could be detected. It should be noted that,
we only consider the integrity of the price values and
ignore the confidentiality to motivate other users to
accept the proposal with a lower price than others in
order to raise their chances in pair selection process.

5.1.3 Attack Resistance

The attack resistance of the proposed protocol is
described below:

• Man-in-The-Middle Attack. If an adver-
sary wants to get its intended data using a client
user’s virtual check; it should alter the commu-
nication between the victim client and the eNB
by replacing its intended data e.g Pa with Pi

in step 1. However, doing so results in invali-
dating the HMAC string of the message; also,
the adversary cannot generate a correct mes-
sage authentication code by himself because he
has no clue about the secret integrity key of the
client. Moreover, an adversary cannot intervene
in the direct communication between users in
step 5, as a MitM, because he should generate
a verifiable value of h(kcpi,i, RIDi) and since
he does not have access to the secret UEj ’s
integrity key, he should be able to compute a
preimage of the kupi,j ⊕ h(kcpi,i, RIDi) which
is captured during step 4; meanwhile, this is

computationally infeasible.
• Replay Attack. In the proposed protocol,

most of the messages are attached with a time
stamp value. Therefore, any replay attempts
from an attacker would be easily detected by
checking the freshness of the time-stamp. In ad-
dition, the expiration time Exp and the unique
identity of the used virtual check according to
[10] prevents an attacker from resending an
eavesdropped message.
• DoS Attack. Although HSS could be a bot-

tleneck of the EPS-AKA protocol, we have im-
proved our previous work [21] and removed run-
ning the EPS-AKA per data sharing session. In
particular, we assume that users are being au-
thenticated before starting to use the service;
so, users just need to perform EPS-AKA per
location-update which is less frequent. Besides,
during the pair selection procedure, eNB be-
comes more involved than the other steps, which
may lead a number of attackers to send many
valid service requests to the eNB concurrently.
Therefore, eNB should generate a proposal per
request and send it to a group of chosen users
as candidates. However, the proposal message
is pretty short and only needs a valid signature
of the eNB; so, it does not take very long to
compute. Thus, even if there were many candi-
dates who wish to accept the proposal, the com-
putation overhead of choosing the best candi-
date through Equation (1) is pretty lightweight.
Therefore, given the computation power of the
eNB, even a group of legal users who simulta-
neously generate valid requests to the eNB may
not cause interruptions or service unavailability.
• Impersonation Attack. An adversary will
not be authenticated by the eNB, unless it is
able to get access to the users secret shared
session key Kasme and derive related keys as a
legal user can. With respect to the security of
EPS-AKA, attacker(s) cannot carry out an im-
personation attack. Additionally, sniffed pack-
ets that are retransmitted will be dropped by
eNB given the presence of a time-stamp and a
random number.
• Free-riding Attack. A client user cannot
obtain the desired data without paying for it.
Specifically, the client should load a valid vir-
tual check V C together with his service request
in step 1. He cannot access the decrypted data
in step 5 until a key hint request is sent to the
eNB (in step 6). Therefore, he cannot refuse
to bill the proxy user if the originality of the
received data is verified.
• Double spending/redemption attack.
When a proxy user shares its data correctly with
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the client user, it can get the eNB’s signature
over the message (PIDj , H(V C), diff, Exp).
Based on the digital signatures, it holds non-
repudiation for billing. Given the uniqueness of
the V C’s identity, no V C could be paid more
than once and regarding the existence of PIDj ,
even eavesdropped messages cannot result in
charging any other user except UEj .

5.2 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the computation and communication
overhead used to provide security protection in the
proposed data sharing protocol.

5.2.1 Computation Cost

As mobile devices are resource-constrained, we adopt
a symmetric cryptosystem rather than using pub-
lic key cryptosystem, because it is much faster than
public key cryptosystem and also requires a smaller
secret key length with the same level of security. Ac-
cordingly, we strive to minimize computation costs
in order to achieve better efficiency.

The dominant computation costs of the proposed
protocol are pairing execution for SP and eNB’s signa-
tures verification; while the other computation over-
head is purely symmetric. To protect the integrity of
the message, a message authentication code is gener-
ated in steps 1,3,4,5,6,7, and 8. To protect file confi-
dentiality, a symmetric encryption algorithm used in
step 5. All MAC computations as well as symmetric-
key encryption and decryption, are negligible com-
pared to the pairing operation.

A secure data sharing protocol proposed by Zhang
et al. known as SeDS[20] and the recent study of [21]
are quite similar to the present study. SeDS uses a
public key-based digital signature for user authentica-
tion and a symmetric encryption algorithm for data
confidentiality. On the other hand, in [21], users are
authenticated through an EPS-AKA which is more
lightweight than public key cryptosystem.

Table 2 compares the overall computation costs
among the proposed protocol, SeDS and the protocol
in [21].

Let Tmul stand for the time of one multiplication
execution in G. Therefore, according to [35], the com-
putation cost of TKDF ≈ TMAC ≈ 1.5Tmul. The ex-
pensive computational costs are Tpair ≈ 15Tmul and
Texp ≈ 92.5Tmul[36]. So as listed in Table 2, the over-
all computation cost of HSS and eNB in [21] are about
22.5Tmul; the computation cost of the eNB in SeDS
is about 194Tmul. 4 ; and the computation cost of the

4 we ignore the TDEC of the eNB in the SeDS because it is

eNB in our scheme is 45Tmul. The computation cost
of UEi in [21] is about 43.5Tmul + TDec whereas it is
about 160Tmul + TDec in the SeDS and 42 + TDec in
the proposed scheme.

Finally, UEj spends 19.5Tmul + TEnc for compu-
tation cost while in the SeDS, it is about 203Tmul +
2TEnc and about 9Tmul + TEnc in [21]. The compari-
son of computation cost of our scheme and [20] and
[21] are tabulated in Table 3. So, the proposed proto-
col and [21] are much suited for mobile devices than
SeDS due to lower computational cost. Given the high
computational capacity of the eNB, it’s higher com-
putation cost in our scheme compared to SeDS and
[21] could be ignored. Note that, in the proposed pro-
tocol, to support user mobility we remove the need
for keeping historical user data which is done by the
eNB in SeDS and [21].

5.2.2 Communication Cost

In Table 4, the communication overhead of the pro-
posed scheme is compared with that of SeDS[20] and
[21]. The communication required for getting service
by UEi is 42+32 bytes, where the numbers show the
number of bytes for the service request and the num-
ber of bytes sent to get the key hint from the eNB,
respectively. The proxy user UEj , sends 48 bytes for
proposal acceptance and 70+L bytes for data trans-
mission to UEi for L bytes of data. The communi-
cation overhead of the eNB consists of 2 + 32nc for
getting the list of the candidates from GW (where nc
represents the number of candidates) and sending the
proposal to them; 46 bytes to respond to UEi service
request and 32bytes to inform the proxy user UEj

to share the data; finally, eNB is supposed to send a
message containing the data encryption key to UEi,
causing 48 bytes overhead and should send the reward
message to UEj which causes 48 bytes overhead.

As shown in Table 3 and 4, the computation cost of
the proposed protocol is a bit more than the protocol
in [21], but our protocol communication cost is less
than [21]. With respect to importance of the commu-
nication cost in comparison to computation cost in
wireless networks [38], the proposed protocol outper-
forms SeDS protocol [20] in both communication and
computation costs. So, our scheme is much suited
for the resource-constrained mobile devices due to its
low communication and computational cost among
others.

5.3 Analysis of Incentive Mechanism

According to Equation (1), eNB selects the best can-
didate in terms of sharing price and mobility features.

pretty lightweight (about 0.09Tmul)
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Table 2. The computational overhead comparison

entity SeDS Mohseni et al.[21] Proposed Protocol

HSS 0 4MAC + 4KDF 0

eNB 6MAC + 2EXP + 1DEC 5MAC + 2KDF + 1XOR 5MAC + 2PAIR+ 3HASH + 2KDF + 2XOR

UEi 5MAC + 4PAIR+ 1EXP + 1DEC 7MAC + 2KDF + 2PAIR+ 1DEC + 1XOR 5MAC + 2PAIR+ 2HASH + 1DEC + 1KDF + 2XOR

UEj 2MAC + 2ENC + 2EXP + 1PAIR 5MAC + 2KDF + 1ENC 2MAC + 1PAIR+ 1ENC + 1KDF

EXP: exponential computation ,PAIR: one pairing execution

Table 3. The comparison of overall computation time of users

scheme overall computation time of users(ms)

SeDS [20] 557Tmul+3*TEnc

[21] 75Tmul+2*TEnc

our scheme 106Tmul+2*TEnc

TEnc ≈ TDes ≈ 2.8L ∗ 10−5ms, for L bytes of data [37]

Table 4. The communication overhead comparison

entity SeDS Mohseni et
al.[21]

Proposed
Protocol

eNB 162+2nc Bytes350+2nc Bytes176+32nc Bytes

UEi 74 Bytes 98 Bytes 74 Bytes

UEj 116+L Bytes 74+L Bytes 118+L Bytes

The virtual check value V C consists of a unique iden-
tity and a face value chosen by the client user[10].
Using V C eliminates the demands of accurate knowl-
edge of the exact amount of the check. Moreover, to
motivate proxy users to help the client user, they also
bid their desired prices pricej according to the face
value of V C. Regarding the pair selection mechanism
in the eNB, the candidate pair with the minimum
value of (pricej − face_value) is chosen. The chosen
value of each candidate user pricej is sent without
encryption protection 5 , so it can motivate the users
to bid lower than pricej in order to increase their
chance of being chosen.

As investigated in [39], mobility can affect energy
and bandwidth efficiency in D2D communication. Fur-
thermore, delay-tolerant applications like file sharing,
are sensitive to the type of user mobility[40]. There-
fore, we also consider the mobility features of the
proxy user like RATEUEj

, to ensure that both the
client and the proxy users will stay in the eNB cover-
age until the data sharing procedure is finished. To
extend accuracy, we can adopt the mobility model
presented in [41]. Accordingly, our proposed incentive
mechanism is effective.

5 however, the integrity of the message is guaranteed using
MAC

6 Conclusion

In this paper, an incentive-aware lightweight secure
scheme was proposed to achieve secure, fair, and reli-
able data sharing in D2D communication. By adopt-
ing a payment strategy using “virtual check”, the pro-
posed scheme can achieve fairness among the users.
Users should be authenticated through an instance of
EPS-AKA named UAKA [25] which supports roam-
ing and inter-operator modes. Based on the secret
shared key between each user and the eNB, two pairs
of keys would be derived; these key pairs preserve
data integrity and confidentiality of the messages of
the control and data planes. A symmetric encryp-
tion algorithm guarantees data confidentiality while
a MAC function ensures that message integrity and
data origin authentication. To motivate users to share
their data with the client user, a payment mechanism
is considered in which only those users who get in-
volved in a successful data sharing scheme can obtain
their credits. Moreover, the trust authority chooses
the best candidate to share the data with the client
user in a fair manner by considering a balance be-
tween the price that a client user wishes to pay and
the price that a proxy user wants to receive. Finally,
the proposed scheme is compatible with user mobil-
ity; thus, our protocol is more reliable and practical
than previous works. The evaluation results prove the
security and the efficiency of the proposed protocol.
In a nutshell, the proposed protocol guarantees data
confidentiality and integrity and resist message fab-
rication, man-in-the-middle, replay, free-riding, and
DoS attacks with an acceptable performance by de-
creasing the computation cost of users compared with
previous works.

For the future works, we will consider a reputation
scheme to get more reliable service by revoking mali-
cious users. Moreover, we will try to propose a scheme
which does not rely on time-synchronized entities.
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